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ENTIRE US SKATING TEAM KILLED TODAY
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Aged Woman
Dies Tuesday
At Her Home

valloway Takes
Tigers 63 To 36

U.S. Stars Among 73 Who Lose
Lives In Tragic Plane Crash

Believe Man Died
On Board Russian
Rocket This Month
By FRANK ELEAZER
I oiled Pre.. Ittletwaliesel

'WASHINGTON :en -By GEORGE SIBERA
Rep.
field only yards from a cluster of
James G. Fulton, R-Pa., said tored brick homes.
I stile,. 11.. IttlernAtionai
day he believed Russia put two
Sabena Airlines officials said
BRUSSELS, Belgium gel) - All
18 members of the United States there were "no survivors" among
_ Mrs. Lena Parker McDaniel. age men into orbit on Feb. 3 and
in an effort to return them
figure skating team flying to Prag- the 61 passengers and 11 crewmen.
65, died Tuesday night at 6:45 failed
earth.
ue for an- international meet were One man working in the field was
p. m. Stricken at her home at to
Calloway County High defeated
Fulton made the statement as
killed today when a Belgian jet killed and another was seriously
405 North Sixteenth Street, Mrs.
Oe Murray High Tigers 63-36 beairliner crashed out of a bright injured.
McDaniel was pronounced dead the House Space Committee, apt.'
fore a sell-out crowd at Murray
ly alarmed at the space lead demblue sky.- near Brussels airport.
victims included 52 Amerion arrival at the Murray HospiHigh School last night. Calloway
by Russia's Sputnik VU
The crash killed 73 persons, in- cans among the passengt on the
tal. She was the wife of the late onstra1ed
had emerged a three point victor
Venus
and
S.
shot,
U.
called
excluding 52 Americans.
flight from New York t
russets.
Noah MoDaniel who died in Januin a previous meeting of the two
perts for questioning on whin this
The 16-year old Miss Owen. of
ary of 1957.
arainds
Among the dead was America's
up.
catch
to
country
could
expect
hitareational
Survivors are; one step-daughter.
The Lakers jumped to a 11-2 By UMW Mitt
"queen of the ice," Laurence Owen, Winchester, Mass., captured- the
Summoned to testify at the pubLOUISVILLE ine - Kentucky Mrs. Rural Oliver, Highland Park,
16, who won the North American women's North American figure
advantage in the opening period
L.
were
Hugh
hearing
Dr.
lic
annual Jefferson-Jack- Michigan; one step-son. Macon Mcand were never in serious trouble Democrats'
figure skating championship only skating crown in Philadelphia just
of
deputy
administrator
Dryden,
Day Dinner Tuesday was post- Daniel of Richmond. Virgina, one
last weekend. She and the other
four days ago.
In sweeping to victory. After trail- son
Aeronautics ad
poned from March 11 to March sister, Mrs. Myrtle Skinner of the National
skaters were members of the U.S.
ing by nine points at the end of
.the
of
friends
vicand
Relatives
25, Vice President Lyndon B. Batesville. Arkansas, two brothers; Space Administration NASA, and
Ilse first period, the Tigers were
tims watched in horror from the team en route to Prague for the'
Johnson will be the principal Homer 'Parker and Johnny T. Edmund C. Buckley, assistant di,
Wile to play their inter-county
Zaventem Airport terminal as the international skating championrector_ of NASA space flight opspeaker at the dinner.
ships which were cancelled beIParker both of Vancouver, 'Washrival on even terms in the second
into
fell
and
faltered
707
Boeing
erations. Afterwards the commitlington. a nephew. Rex Lashlee of
quarter.
an endive field nearby. It'explod- cause of the crash.
tee planned a closed session to
Calloway's offense moved into
Mother, Sister Killed
- Carol Paris. Tennessee and several other hear Lt. Gen. Donald M. Yates,
SCOTTSV IL LE
ed and burst into flames so intense
high gear in the third frame and Nell Smith. 2 . year . old dau- nieces and nephews.
was no hope of rescue.
there
killed in the crash was
Also
reof
director
deputy
Pentagon
Mrs. McDaniel was a member of
with forward Jimmy Wilson show- ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Edd,i•
search and engineering on why
This was the first major air Miss Owens' equally famous moting the way, romped to a 48-29 Smith of Scottsrlle, died Ty's- the College Church of Christ this country clammed up about
disaSter of 1961, the first crash of her. Mrs. Maribel Vinson Owen. is
margin. The Lakers continued to dey of burns suffered in the yard where services will be conducted its efforts to track . Sputnik VII.
a Boeing 707 jet in commercial nine-times figure skating champBra.
with
m.
8:00
at
Thursday
p
the
in
foe
city
their
distance
out
Her c'othing
of her home
First Space Ship
service, and a great tragedy to ion herself, and Laurence's 20Burial
officiating.
Hodges
Paul
win.
impressive
the
final canto for
caught fir, when the matches
Committee Chairman Overton
Ameriaan athletics. A number of year old sister, also named Maribel
Wilson's 16 points took game she and her brothers and sisters will be in the city cemetery.
Brooks, D-La., said the orbiting
American families perished with who is a skating star in her owe
membe
will
pallbearers
Active
smiles
Boston
of
(right)
FIGURED TO WIN-Laurence Owen
gworing honors_ Don Curd had 15 were plarng with ign,ted I
right.
platform from which Russia fired
skaters.
the
of
Church
College
the
of
bers
.
Winner
is
as
of
she
as
announced
applause
acknowledgment
or the Lakers. The only Tiger to and grass.
a Venus-bound rocket last weekThe disaster wiped out U.S
18
In
the
to
members
addition
Christ.
North
the
at
American
of the women's figure skating title
reach double figures was Murray
Churchill Funeral end constituted man's first workof the skating team there were hopes for skating victories in the
Max
The
Skating championships in Philadelphia. Beside her are her
High's big pivot man, Richard
space ship.
14 other Americans in the party of 1964 olympics. U.S. senior men's
LOUISVILLE UP9 - Dr. J. Alex Home has charge of the arrange- ing
sister Maribel and Maribens partner, Dudley Richards, who
Hurt. with 11 markers.
call "We don't know what it has askaters, including five professional champion Gregory Kelley of Coloplace In the pairs.
second
won
Other area action saw Fulton Haller Jr. of the University of ments where friends may
board," 'Brooks said in an intercoaches. An official of the Amer- rado Springs. Coin, also was killCounty take the measure of Mur- Louisville Medical School, was until the service hour.
view. "It did have at least one
year heart reican Skating Union said it would ed.
ray College High 58-36; Reidland awarded a three
rocket, which now is en route to
The inEyewitnesses said the giant silbe three years before the U.S.
Probation
Delbert
edged Benton 76-70; South Mar- search grant of $30,000
,yenus. Does it also have a bomb
again could develop championship ver and bile plane - flight 548
shall stop Heath 62-60: and North structor in surgery and Price fel- Country Club Dance
aboard? We don't think so. We
Estes Is Revoked
which Ian New York at 8:30 EST
competitors in the sport.
Marapall. emerge winner in a bat- low of cardiovascular research Planned For Saturday hop* not. Does it have a men
MadHeart
thesNatIonal
use
may
Also among the Americans kill- Tuesday night - circled the air
with
powers
top
region's
the
tle of
We haw
know.
don't
We
aboard?
apparently try•71-61 win over Hickman County tote funds to develop ways of
OWENSBORO WU - Circuit ed were three airline stewardesses field three times,
An informal dance will be held not."
making and installing an artificial
for the third time this season.
Judge Thomas Ifennesy Tuesday from Texas on their way to Europe ing to land.
a member of the space
until
Fulton.
9.30
from
night
Saturday
It finally started its descent,
heart valve.
Calloway County (63)
revoked the probated three-year for a vacation.
1:30 for Country Club members committee, joined Brooks in exswung up briefly, started down
Cause Not Known
Estes,
Delbert
given
T. McClard 9. Wilson 16, Courterm
prison
implications
at
concern
pressing
folgueats,
out-of-town
their
and
The cause of the accident only again and then banked steeply and
19. of Hendersan, three years ago.
sey 9, Curd 15, Boggess 9. Foster
ALBANY I PI - James Lu- lowing the Murray-Western bask- of the Venus shot, and also pointthe ground nose first
The revocation will automatically a mile from the end of an airport plunged into
5.
ed to the launching of Russia's
ther Garner. 75, of the Snow etball game.
runway after a non-stop flight from 300 feet at 10:05 a.m. i4:05
prison.
Murray High (34)
to
Fetes
send
advaice
an
as
Vil
Sputnik
ton
7's:
accidentally
orwas
his
Community.
and
Charles Andrews
a m EST' It sliced through power
Net income from TVA's power
Lee 8. Hudson 0. Robertson 4, killed Monday while shooting chestra will play for the event over U. S. space attainments.
Estes was charged in the burg- from New York was a mystery.
operations during calendar year lary of the University of KenThe sky was clear and the sun lines on its death dive.
Herndon 0. Blackburn 0, Hurt 11, birds in his back yard. A .22 which will be held at the CalloSplits Into Parts
Explodes Into Flames
when the SaThae 7. Oakley 0, Workman 0, caliber rifle h. was using appar- way Country Club.
He noted that the big satellite 1960 exceeded $52 million, up tucky's Northwest Center at Hen- was shining brightly
Witnesses said the plane explodthe ground
to
dived
1959
$2.6
over
according
million
plane
bena
men
other
Two
20.
Jan.
on
dersan
Barnett 2. Lampkins 2, Housclen 2. ently discharged accidentally.
into
split
orbit
of
Admission charge will be $3.00 after two days
the agency's report for the sec- were also charged.
while circling for a landing. Air- ed immediately into flames and
three pieces, and said this meant to
per couple.
its
1961.
of
year
quarter
fiscal
ond
officials said they lost radio spewed forth heavy black smoke.
port
He
today.
term
his
began
Estes
that "something happened" aboard.
Eleven fire companies respondtotal
power
The
net
of
proceeds
with the pilot as the plane
contact
stand
LOUISVILLE rUPG - A thief
to
however,
returned,
be
will
-My -own feeling is that they
FIVE DAY FORECAST
ed to dozens of calls from frightenthe year was trial on the burglary charge at a approached the field.
apparently turned in a false alarm
sent two men up in the big one,' I "cash flow") for
(Continued on Pogo 3)
The plane nosed into an endive
early today then stole three firehe told United Press Internation- nearly $102 million. TVA has later date.
men's wallets while they rushed By United Press International al, "and then spun off two sep- paid a divident of $20.7 million to
t answer it. Firemen at Quint 7,
LOUISVILLE en -- The ad- arate capsules which were sup- the U. S. Treasury on the approon Bardstown Road. said they lost vanced forecasts for the five- page to bring the men back to priations invested in the power
nearly $500 in payroll checks and day period. Thursday through earth. That would have made our system. This is half the total pay- cash.
Monday, prepared by the U. S. Project Mercury - look- silly.- - -- able during fiscal year 1964.
New records of loads and genWeather Bureau:
"Another possibility is that this
Temperatures for the, period was a Venus attempt that faded. eration were established during
Bowling Tournament will average five to ten degrees Possibly there was one man a- the quarter A peak hourly deabove the state normal of 38 de- board, who was to set off the mand of 10.322.000 kilowatts oc•The Valentine program of the To Be Held Sunday
by mortal sin. The palms of last leading to life eternal" We can
-This Is Lent"
exceeding Degrees.
annual ladies night meeting of
Venus shot and then was la be curred in January
year were reduced to ashes. On add with the Christ, add few
McKenzie
20,000
kilowatts
cember's peak by
By Rev. Henry
Louisville normal extremes 47 returned to earth."
the Murray Lions Club last night
Ash Wednesday these ashes are there are who find it" Whereveee
peak by 20.000
and 28 degrees.
was presented by the Music DeRussia has denied there was and last winter's
College Presbyterian- Church
and placed upon the fore- men have thought about the problessed
Little over - all temperature any form of life aboard Sputnik kilowatts and Last winter by 681.partment of the Murray Woman! The Murray Woman's Bowling
Perhaps it is paradoxical that head to remind Catholics of their blem of evil and What abliStntuteS
Club. The delightful program was Association city tournament will change, except cooler over the VII. The general feeling among 000 kilowatts. Despite the contin- the one most catalogued as a lib- mortality-"Dust thou art to dust _the good life, they have concluded
given under the direction of Mrs. begin Sunday February 19 at 1:30 weekend. Precipitation will total U. S. space experts is that it was ued slump in industrial produc- eral should be the one to empha- returneth." This is the beginning that an essential element in any
p m. at the local bowling lanes. one - fourth to one - half inch. an abortive Venus shot, but with tion TVA's sales to industry rose size the importance and signifiHoward Olila.
of the forty days of self-denial for human philosophy is renunciation.
a little during the first six months
All team entries are asked to occuring mostly as rain about out any passenger aboard. .
One year perfect attendance acance of Lent. We have been told nearly thirty-two million Catholics
This principle has often been
year.
munito
fiscal
Sales
the
ol
Monday.
o'clock.
there
-00
be
1
IV
about
again
and
Friday
wards were presented to Lions:
misinterpreted,
misunderstood,
that Lent is a strange custom of in the United States.
distributors
and
cipal
cooperative
Bob Buie. (forge Ligon, and BenRoman Catholics and traditionaof the caLicatured. perverted and degradsponsorship
the
Under
the
in
percent
than
9
were
higher
once Wilford. Receiving the five
heritage teaches National Council of Churches our ed into a superstition and reduced
corresponding quarter a year ago. lists. My liberal
year pin was James Rogers and
me to "prove all things and hold large city Church organizations to a magic formula. The Churches
an
placed
TVA
December
In
• . the seven year was given to Marthat self-denial is
order with the General Electric fast It, that which is good." There will begin Ash Wednesday observ- have preached
vin Harris.
are spiritual values in Lent which ing the noon-day Lenten Services, a moral good-do something which
800-000-kilowatt
Company
two
for
Maurice Ryan was presented with
up something
held ordinarily in one of our you dislike-give
turbogenerators which will be the must be retained.
the ten year perfect attendance
The word Lent sheans "to leng- downtown Churches for 45 to 50 which you do like. and you will
The
largest
manufactured.
ever
pin. The club's 10 year Monarch
price per kilowatt is $21 for one then," but foe centuries before minutes in duration. There are be spiritually rewarded..
Award was given to; Cliff CochChrist taught us to sacrifice-unit, or as low a- SI9 for both if Christianity it meant "spring." reasons for the observances. "Beran, Norman "Red" Hale, Chuck
built on a favorable shop sched- The very rite and custom has for hold how good and how pleasant "take up the cross"-not that it
Simons. M. C. Ellis. Bob Buie
the true intellectualist more signifor the reThe only money making project ule. continuing a recent down- ficance than the uninitiated might it is for brethren to dwell together is good in itself, but
and Richard' Tuck.
sults to be gained. It was only a
in unity."-Psalm 133:1, '
of the year for Murray Girl Scouts ward trend in turbine prices.
15 year
Lions recognized for
end. Paul said
Construction progressed on 3 ever • dream. There were pagan
will get underway in a few days
When Christ was asked "Which means toward an
Operfect record were; H. B. Bailey,
practices which were gradually
but added
,
Ai
402 MI6
with the annual cooky sale. Since million kilowatts of other new incorporated into Christian cul- iS tile great Commandment?", He "I chastise my body".
Max Churehill, Paul Gargus and
•
lir
all "and bring it under subjection."
with.,
God
"Love
operating expenses come directly generating capacity, most of it in
answered
Oliver McLernore.
ture. It all began with the winter
purpose. It
•
heart, soul, mind and ia4.r There was an ulterior
from the United Fund, money re- five record-size steam generating
The dinher meeting was held at
solstice ."frightening the winter your
means self-discipline for the purA
::;
i11111•16-.7
-Matthew
sill\
yourself."
as
ceived from this project is used units to be in service by the end
neighbor
the Woman's Club with dub presiaway." They had many techniques,
forget our theological pose of attaining a different Sett.
to finance camping activities and of 1963. When the first of the
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Louisville Cardinals Take On
Tough Ohio University Bobcats

4 •
-1-!ti!,

f#4134j.
tA•kgi
V

;
or
;

..i. I nit.11 Pre...
University of Louisvitte
Cardinals, 10th ranked in the nation in this week's United Press
International Ratings, take on the
tough Ohio University Bobcats at
Freedom Hall tonight.
There is a good chance that
the two teams also will meet at
Louisville again next month in the
National Collegiate Athletic Conference eliminations.
Louisville already has its NCAA
bi(', and the Bobcats aretexpected
to come as delegates froth the
Mit - America -Conference. The
Cards will meet either the MidAmerica Conference champs or the
Ohio Valley Conference champions
-now a horse race among Western
Kenturity, Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead.
The highly ranked Cards have a
17-4 record following their loss to
i
- e Bogame
th
bacis last
whilere‘engeg
Eastern ina

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER

lege.
Bellarmine travels to Danville
to clash with Centre in its next W..
last game of a mediocre seasol.
Transylvania will be at Pikeville
for another KIAC clash; while
Pikeville's Bears go north to Covington to meet the Rebels of Villa
Madonna.
In junior college play, Sue Bennett's Dragons meet Southeast
Christian tonight in the second
wore of the fi-st round of the annual Kiintirlciana Ji..nior College
Conference Tournament at Some •
set
Lees and Paducah Junior College meet in tonight's 'first game.
Sue Bennett was the regular
season KJCC champion and hopes
to 'repeat Lindsey Wilson's 1960
feat of winning both the regular
season and conference championships.
First - run play ends Thursday
night with Littdaey Wilson taking
not far behind with a 16-4 season on Bethel and Vincennes of Inda
record. They have lest only to ana going against CurnberlanT
top-ranked Ohio State, St. John's' Semi-finals will be held Friday
D Paul and Toledo.
with the finals Saturday night.
They are currently 9-1 in the
Mid - America Conference.
Tonight's game is the Cards'
first on their friendly home floor
in three weeks.
NM'S A
The University of Kentucky
FRIENDLY
awaitweek,
this
Wildcats are idle
REMINDER
ing 'their clash with Vanderbilt
may
next Tuesday night, in what
- 1E
/T 74
he Kentucky's crucial test for an
1
4
TO RE/.0,
NCAA Tournonw_nt berth this year. YOUR ,
If the Wildcats and
OPIWORS
wind up in a tie for second in the
es
C°61
dhav
o rbe
t"
rn d
:
would
C)64/Tt"?
a playofflo determine the NCAA
KENTUCKY DEPT. OF PUBLIC WITT
representative.- This is based on
the' assumption, of course, that
Mississippi State. again would
spurn a trolift-renee bid because of
its aversion to playing teams with
Negro players.
Kentucky fans will be watching
the fortunes of I.SU closely, too,
because if the Bengals aren't defeated twice in their five remaining loop tries. Kentucky won't
have a chance of an NCAA bid.
timw,
This would hold trpe even if the.
atsw intialll.four of their remaint'Cng
SEC tilts.
': LSU, now 6-3 in Conference
play, ends with a 10-4 record, :Ind
Kentucky-also winds up its loop
play. 10-4, the Tigers still would
asoneoheirct
t:ry
sit,-,s
‘
get tthheeirgio
y
ke
irct•u
tu
‘
ltert
'1:Pf
earlier in the season.
The ISU Bengals . next meet
Auburn Saturday at Adburn.
HOW AIIIFUll-Brownie, Anthony Matse's pooch, enAn other major Kentucky college
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The public is invited to attend the Backboard Club
-TkurSlay night to hear John Urtftne, BARimer4d irer
Colt quarterback. The dnner will be held at 6:30 p.m.
in the Student Union Building at Murray State College.
The cost Is 53.00 per person which includes the

dinner. No effort is beI ng merle to make a profit on the
*vent, but merely- to bring-a, big_ name sports figure to
Murray. Many Murravans are bringing their footballminded boys to see Unitas.
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Thursday,Feb.16 * Friday, Feb.17* Saturday, Feb. 18 * Monday, Feb.20
BELK-SETTLE
ONE BIG TABLE FAST COLOR

BELK STATE PRIDE

•

PRINTS

SHEETS

- Regular 59e FOR THIS SALE ONLY!

128 THREAD COUNT - WHITE MUSLIN

81x99
72x108
Twin Fitted
81x108
a
Double Fitted

•

3 yds. $1.00
ONE BIG TABLE FAST COLOR

$153
$153
$173
$173

•PRINTS
- Regular 39e & 44e
FOR THIS SALE ONLY!

4 yds. $1.00
ONE BIG TABLE 36-INCH

CANNON BATH

TOWELS
ONE LOT REG. 49e VALUE

Special! 39° or 3 $1
°SPRING KNIGHT WHITE MUSLIN

Li-Brownie, Aniet's pooch, en's of life's little
sear how, in
It's a cklei

PRINTS

MEN'S LONG SLEEVE

2 yds. $1.00

SPORT SHIRTS

HEAVY CANNON - SOLIDS 8. STRIPES

- Regular $3.99 -

TOWELS

$1.97

- Regular 69e Values SPECIAL!

MEN'S LONG SLEEVE

590 or 2 for $1.00

SPORT SHIRTS

IRONING BOARD

PADS & COVERS

$1.00
HEAVY

ONE LARGE TRUCK LOAD, 22998 PIECES CUPS - SAUCERS - PLATES - PLATTERS
BOWLS - SUGAR - CREAM and CEREAL
A NEW LOW PRICE!!

ily for office or

50 ea.
• 150 ea.

10° ea.
20° ea.

BELK STATE PRIDE 180 THREAD COUNT
PERCALE WHITE

SHEETS
•

•
42

81 x 108

10 for $1.00
REGULAR 7c - 12 x 12

- Regular $2.99 -

Double Fitted
38;

PILLOW CASES

$217
Pair
$1.00

Regular $5.98 Values

'1.59 or 2for $3.00

$3.99
ONE TABLE CHILDREN!'

Broken Sizes and Lots - Regular $3.35

School OXFORDS

$1.97

Values to $2.98

BOYS COTTON

1.00

SPORT SOCKS

STRETCH SOCKS
39e or 3prs.$1.00

ONE TABLE CHILDRENS

School OXFORDS
Values t 07.99

$1.97

BOYS KNIT

POLO SHIRTS
'1.00

ONE BIG TABLE

LADIES' FLATS

- Regular 98e Values S PECIAL!

NEW SHIPMENT MEN'S NYLON

Values to $8.98

2 yds. $1.00

STRETCH SOCKS

$2.97

36-INCH

SOLID and FANCY

HOPE DOMESTIC

290 yd. or 4 yds.$1.00
36" OUTING

35° yd. or 3yds.$1.00
ONE BIG TABLE

$217

DRESS OXFORDS

BOYS NYLON

PASTEL CORDUROY

DISHES

I,ABLE ME"
MC

- Regular 15c Values S PECIAL !

20 for $1.00

NEW SHIPMENT

$7.00

25° or 5 prs.'1.00

S PECIAL!

Special! $1.29

Broken Sizes and Lots - Values to $14.911

BATH CLOTHS

WASH CLOTHS

ONE LOT SOLID COLOR TOWELS
Size 25014 - Reg. $1.98 Value

DRESS OXFORDS

S PECIAL!

FINAL CLEAN UP ON . . .

travrer

$2.59 or 2for $5.00

DRESS SHIRTS

Special! 790

DOSS

- Regular $4.99 -

790

TOWELS

aeons foot

SPORT SHIRTS

MEN'S LONG SLEEVE

ONE LOT REG. $1.00 VALUE

spac•
a touch

$5.00

MEN'S LONG SLEEVE

- Regular 98e Values SPECIAL!

Special! 590 or 2°$1

•

DRESS OXFORDS
Broken Sizes and Lots - Values to $9.98

128 THREAD COUNT

TOWELS

S

ONE TABLE MENS

plus tax

- Regular 69c Values SPECIAL FOR THIS SALE!

TOWELS

ONE LOT REG. The VALUE

'el desk on

COSTUME JEWELRY
$1.00 & '1.98

SHEETS

42 x 36

II these
ures:

SHOE SALE

NEW SHIPMENT

ONE BIG TABLE HEAVY CANNON

$153
81x99
•
$153
72x108
$153
Twin Fitted
$173
81x108
- Double Fitted - - - - $173
PILLOW CASES - - - 73c pr.

;1)50

SHEETING
22° yd. or 5 yds.$1.00

ONE TABLE MENS

NI:LOW CASES - - 730 pr.

_

STARS & STRIPES DOUBLE L - 36" WIDE

ALUMINUM WEAR
SPECIAL!

'1.00

59° or 2prs.$1.00
LADIES 51 GAUGE, 15 DENIER

ONE BIG TABLE

LADIES' FLATS

NYLON HOSE
590 or 2prs.$1.00

Values to $4.98

$1.97

BELK-SETTLE COMPANY
114 South 5th Street

Phone PLaza 3-3773

Murray, Kentucky
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WEDNESDAY

Bethany Class Has
Meet in Home Of
Mrs. Buckingham

Social Calendar
Wednesday, February IS
Nature Palette Garden Club
will meet at 1:30 p.m. in the
home of Mrs_ G. R. Searfoe votah
Mrs. E. S. Ferguson as cohostess.
The lesson on "Day Lilies and
Azaleas" will be given by Mrs.
011ie Brown. Each member is
asked to bring an arrangement of
the month.
• •• •
The J. N. Williams chapter of
the UDC will have a luncheon
at the home of Mrs. Fred Gingles
at 1:00 pm.Mrs. J. D. Peterson
will be cohostess.
•••
Thursday, February 16
Tri Sigma AltniUli will meet at
the homer of Mrs. William Furgerson at 7:30 p.m.
• • ••
The Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the
Triangle Restaurant at 6:30 p.m.
Caps 'Thomas E. Kingery will be
the guest speaker.
••••
The PTA of Kirksey School
will have its community supper
at the school at 6 p.m.
• t ••
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Cub will meet
at the club house at 2:30 p.m.
Mrs. 0. C. Wells will have the
sprogram. Hostesses will be Mesdames will Rose, Maynard Ragsdale, K. T. Crawford, 0. B.
Boone, Sr.. Garva Gatlin, and
Robert Etberton.
••• •
A chilli supper for the public
will be held at the Lodge Hell
by the Temple Hill chapter of
Order of the Eastern Star at
' 6:30 pm.
••••
Friday. February 17th
Eurie Garland. Br,radue

Troop Consultant, urges all Brownie Troop leedePs to meet at the
Girl Scout Cabin at seven o'clock
in the evening.
• •••
The New Concord Homemakers
Club will meet in the home of
Mrs. Leon Adams, Sunny Lane
Drive in Murray, at 1:00.
•••
World Day of Prayer will be
observed by the United Church
Women of Murray at 1:00 pm.
at the St. John's
Episcopal
Church.
••••
Saturday, February It
The Country Club will have an
informal dance following the mor_
ray-Western
basketball ga me
from 9:30 to 1:30 at the club
house. Music will be furnished
by an orchestra.
••••

Monday. February 20
The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Leeta Norswerthy at ten o'clock.
Wednesday. February 22
The Country Club Ladies Day
Luncheon will be held at 12
o'clock. Reservations should be
made by registering at Lindsey's
Jetvery Store before "noon on
Monday, February 20: Hostesses
will be Mesdames Rex Alexander,
11i Alexander, W. C. Adams,
Walter Baker, Jack Belote. May
V. Brurnrnett, Ray alunday, H.
J. Bryan, and Charles Costello.
Monday, February 27
The American Legion and Auxiliary w:11 observe Americanism
month with a dinner at the Triangle Restaurant at 6 30 pm.
Mayor Moimes Ellis will be the
guest speaker. Mrs. Wayne Flora
is the Americanism chairman.

Mrs. Ray Buckingham opened
her home on South 9th Street for
the meeting of the Bethany Sunday School Class of the First
Baptist Church held on Monday
evening at seven o'clock.
The social chairman, Mrs. Jessie
Roberts, introduced her daughtgr,
Mrs. Macon Rickman, who gave
the devotion on the subject, "Stewardship."
Mrs. E. C. Parker, teacher of
the class, discussed the visitation
program of the church. Mrs. Gertie Evans, president, conducted
the business session.
Daring the social hour refreshments in the St. Valentine's Day
motif were served to the nineteen persons present by the hostesses who were Mesdames Buckingham. Rudolph Thurman, Robert Owen, and Hubert Dowdy.

Presbyterian Group
Has Regular Meet
At Simons Home
The Woman's Association of
the College Presbyterian Church
met in the home. of Mrs. Charles
Simons on Monday evening at
eight o'clock with Mrs. Lucien
Young as the eohoetess.
Mrs. Robert Jones presented
the program on the subject. "The
Church Means Business." Following her talk Mrs. Jones lead a
discussion of the subject by the
group.
The devotion was given by Mrs.
Simons. Mrs. Guy Battle, spiritual
afe chairman, gave a special report. Mrs. Harry Hawkins was
appointed historian. Mrs. Alfred
Lindsey and Mrs. Simons will
serve on the committee for the
Father-Son banquet to be held
next week.
Following the program and business meeting refreshments were
served by the hostesses.
• • ••

Kirksey WSCS Has
Program Meeting
A t The - Church
Mrs. Hansel Ezell, president,
presided at the meeting of the
Woman's Society of Christiek Service of the IC.irkseY Methodist
Church held on Thursday afternoon at the church.
The devotion was given by Mrs.
Lowell Palmer.
The theme of the program,
"What Is the Word", was discussed by Mrs. Max Hurt Others
appearing on the program were
Mrs. Baron Palmer, Mrs. Boyd
Norsworthy. and Miss Mary Reid.
Plans were made for the mis-

Mrs. A. W. Russell
Hostess For Meet
Of DAR Chapter

KENNEDY DOCTOR — The
White Rowse physician will
be Dr. Janet G. Travell
(above), who has been the
Kennedy family doctor for
several years. Privately alms
Is Mrs. John Powell, wife of
a New York investment
counselor. Dr. Travel] began
practicing In 1926. She Is
the first woman to be •
White House doctor.

•• • •
Outland Home Scene
Mary Leona Frost
Mrs. Fred Gingles
Circle Meeting
Mrs. Beale Outland was hostess Opens Home For
for the meeting of the Mary Leona
Euzelian Meeting
Frost Circle of the Woman's Society of Christian Service of the
First Methodist Church held on
Tuesday morning at 9:31) at her
home on Sharpe Street.
"The Lord's Prayer" was the
subject of the program presented
by Mrs. N. P. Hutson. The clevo"Stewardship" was given
by Miss Matte Trousdale.
Mrs. Jack Bailey, chairman, presided at the meeting.
Coffee and doughnuts were served by the hostess to the fifteen
members, one new member, Mrs.
Irene Lindsey. and two guests,
Mrs. G. R. Searfos and Mrs. J. B.
Wilson.
The next meeting will be held
with Mrs. Walter Mischke.

ti. on

sion study on the book, "Basic
Christian Beliefs", which will be
studied In April with Mrs. Max
Hurt as the leader.
The meeting was dismissed with
prayer by Mrs. Clay Smith,

A

The home of Mrs. Fred Gingles
was the scene of the meeting of
the Euzelian Sunday School Class
of the First Baptist Church held
on Monday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
Mrs. Robert Vaughn, program
chairman, introduced the guest
speakers who were Miss Jane
singer, Miss LaVerna Elliott, Steve
Campbell, Cliff Davis, and Jim
Prather, all students at Murray
State College. Each student told
what the Baptist Student Union
at the college means to them.
The president, Miss Lorene
Swann, presided at the meeting_
Mrs. Gingles played several number on her new organ.
Refreshments were served to
the thirty persons present by the
hostesses who were Mrs. Oury
Shackelford, Mrs. Gingles, Miss
Lorene Swann, Mrs. Bailey Riggins, Mrs. Odie Morris, and Mrs.
Bobby Lassiter.
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Stirring Western Suspense Nora

Wan ;Hullkwyg
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'had Ism nerseu umil she a;
most believed it. • truce that
neither would dare break.
recovered from ens wounds. stood
But there were other MOin the stirrups, waving his bat ments when she
watched Abel
and pointing. The mg ine of sit staring into the
fire, a grimcettfe was emerging from a new holding him.
hts thotgrhts
notch in the mountains. Before tar away. A similar
dark mood
them lay a treat trough In the lay upon Paul Drexel
on many
desert. Near at hand, thread- occasions.
Irg Its way across the flats, 'It was at such times
that she
was a meandering line of 'Al- Knew in her heart
that she was
lows and cottonwood and wrong. There was
Matthew to
patches of marshy grass. Water! remember. He was not
forgotThe Mojave River!
ten. Nor was his slayer.
The cattle caught the scent
• • •
of the stream and broke Into a THEY REACHED the
Owens,
lumbering trot Abel Barbee
and the herd 'rani cold.
Joined Lies Randolph. and they clear water.
The long drought
rode to accompany Hester and had ended but
too late to save
the wa,gona. Before they reaches] the native cattle
in the parched
the river they came upon the ranges in the
valleys we
of
forms of more dead cattle the mountain& But
the nigh
scattered in the dry brush The country was greening
again.
i animais
bore the brands of
They trailed northward
I Kemp Travis's drIvea.
through a broad valley shadTravis had reached the river. owed by snow-streaked peaks.
,
revived the strength of his Settlers were In the, country,
Longtioras for a day or two, and and mining (*Wipe in the mounpulled ...It, following the river tains. Rushing streams came
westward He was stir in ad- down from the canyons, nourvance of therm
ishing meadows on which the
"But only two or three days Longhorns thrieed.
Around them • t he rabbit
now," Abel said. "We're beginbrush was budding, and some of
run' to pull up on him."
"How far to Nevada!" Rester It was bursting into golden yelasked wearily. -To this Reno?- low bloom They moved through
"A month's drive, accordin' a land of beauty.
Paiute Indians roved this
to my maps." Abel said. "We'll
follow the river • few days, country, and stole two horses
then Millie north If there's one nigh, at spite of Shadrack's
water to be had In that direc- vigilance. But the Paiute', In
tion. We're in the state of Cali- daytim e, were wheedlingly
fornia now, but Nevada bulges friendly.
They left the Owens ir favor
to the west an' we'll get to it
by heachn' north along a river of 'Refer traveling through sagecalled the Owens, which seems brush Country to the east Abel
to follow a valley between two said the Nevada line was nearby according to the maps. They
big mountain ranges."
Days later, to the west an bore northwestward and passed
enormous range of mountains a sizable lake whose surface
began to butte Isigher as they mirrored extinct volcanoes, Its
advanced, and anothe, mountain waters were mineralized and not
drinkable, although fresh, rushmass carne into view to the
north and east_ They were im- ing streams entered it.
They labored throors mounperceptibly climbing to nigh
elevation end leaving the fur- tains tor two days, an" emerged
nace-heat Of the desert behind into a wide basin. A sea of lush
But always ahead of them green grazer lay before them.
was the trail of Travis's cattle, Iseed with meandering streams.
lie was Will driving hard, and Pine, fir and cedar clothed the
losing steers. Their own nerd flanks of the mountains
Lisa netted tier horse, the
was in tau shape, Abel saki,
and walking It/ tItteini to grandeur of the scene clutching
at her heart ,Abel rode up and
eighteen miles • day.
halted also, gazing for a long
To Lisa, the nights when their time.
herd had been stampeded on the
Finally be spoke. "Thig, God
Pecos and Abel had panicked
Is where we'll settle. I
Travis's Longhorn steers in re- never saw country
so purty.
taltatian, and the -ensuing ex- never dreamed anything
could
change of threatening bullets be like this.*
through wagon tor e seemed a
They descended Into the basin
part of • past that was over and .teeldei the herd
that night
with.
on grass that brushed Ule stirA thousand miles of duet lay
between thew ramps and the
"A hurefred miles to Reno."
1 ones they now pitched. The Abe' said. "Less than a week's
saber-rattling, abs tried to ao- "nay drive. An' this is the third
rtae herself, had halted rich day of September. %V( stand to
strife permanently. Eseh gide heat delivery date by a conhad found the other armed and siderable margin. Might come
determined and capable of aril'. close to Reline at twenty-three
ing back violently. It was, she $ newt counthe bones."
late afternoon when
I PaulWASDrexel,
now almost fully
T
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Read The Ledger's Classifieds
, AT LAST...I'VE FOUND A
SHIRT SERVICE THAT FINISHES
JIM'S COLLARS EXACTLY THE WAY
HE LIKES THEM!
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• Your shirt laundered free it we
neglect to replace missing buttonli
• Our •rtra careful laundering makell
shirts km that new-look longer..
•

Home laundering of shirts can neser duplicate a
profes:
sional lob. Try our personallied shirt ser‘ice today..
i pour shirts will look and Cu and feel Like acw.

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY and CLEANERS
1 HOUR SERVICE
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At this altitude, as gluon AS
the sun left the peaks. ins wink]
brought the promise os winter.
Lisa muddied close to the
warmth or the tire that ntgnt
as she neipea Hestei vote the
evening meal.
moon nail
come again. Pro
gunteu on
the weathered tilts of the wag.
one Under that touch the canvas was all silver and purity.
The fauns of months of travel
were erased by that magic.
• • •
I ISA AWAKENED and lay
Listening. Through a ant in
the wagon flap she cows see
the morning star Dazing brightly. A norse was moving somewhere near the camp. out the
sound was ito elusive she tett
she was sensing it, rather than
hearing it
It probably was one of the
men from the late *etch coming in to awaken the camp Still
this almost tnauditife presence seemed to Coe circling the
wagons rather than approaching them.
She dressed quickly beneath
the blankets, pulled on foie boots
and slid to the ground without
awakening Hester.
The men were all asleep beneath their tarpa. The peaks to
the west were biacx, formless
shadows against the cold stars.
The air had the sharp. prttt/s
chill of new ice. She could feel
*Um sting deep in her throat
She became aware of another
shadow -nearby. A horseman
was halted just beyond the
wagons.
A sulphur friction match
flared Her •Irst thought was
that it was to tight tobacco.
SW. now discovered that two
riders were there—vague snaps.
in the darkness.
The match burned steadily.
Something new Ignited A streak
Of fire came sailing through the
air into the camp, sparks flying.
Lisa realized what It was!
Screamed, "Abel' Abel' They're
trying to blow up the camp!"
The oncoming Ihject tended
Ili dozen feet beyoni her and
Went rolling trul bouncing, the
sputter of fire oontinutng to
burn balefully. This came from
n lighted fuse.
She raced In pursuit or
Her outcry bad brought Abel
and the others out MP their
blankets. the obyeci rolled toward Paul. He teapea seized It
up, 'whirled and hurled ft tar
over the sagon.
"det down"' Abel shouted.,
Lisa dropped flat on the
ground. The earth seemed to
lift and strike bee with a solid
impact, and the concussion
punched at her eardrums..
'Lisa

FEBRUARY 15, 1cV

Death Of Zachery Taylor Made
Passage Of Compromis2 Easier

The Captain Wendell Oury
chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution held its reBy CHARLES F. HINDS
gular meeting In the home of
St.:. Archivist
Mrs. A. W. Russell with Mrs. Cleo
Passing of the Compromise of
G Hester as cohostess on Satur1850 was made easier by the death
day afternoon at 2:30.
of President Zachary Taylor on
Mrs. W. P. Roberts, regent, July 9 of that year. President Tayopened the meeting by the read- lor had his own plan and gave no
ing the tenth chapter of St. John active support to the compromise
followed by prayer and the pledge which is associated, and not altoto the flag by Mrs. J. D. Peterson. gether wrongly, with the efforts of
Henry Clay to compose the difThe American's Creed was read ferences between the free North
by Mrs. Russell. Mrs. Roberts pre- and the slave South.
sented literature on the National
A Virginian by birth, a KentucDefense.
kian from early childhood, and a
February is American History large absentee slaveholder in Mismonth and each member brought sissippi and Louisiana, Zachary
an article on something she had Taylor certainly was a Southerner.
read from current events which Yet the President was a Union
concerned the charters of freedom men first, and a Southerner secwhich was the Declaration of In- ond.
dependence, the Bill of Rights,
At Fredericksburg, Va., or Feband the consitution.
The hostesses served refresh- ruary 2.3, 1850, while still in the
ments to the ten members present. spirit of the birthday of George
Washington, Taylor minced no
words in speaking to his rebellionminded friends: "We must cherish
the Constitution to the last. There
will be local questions to distu.rb the peace; but, after all, we
must fall back Upon tWashington's)
farewell advice, and
preserve
Mrs. L. M. Overbey spoke on the Union at all hazards."
world missions, using as her subTaylor was the head of the Unject "Into All The World Toge- ion-at-all-costs group, a position
ther" at the Guild Group of the held earlier by Andrew Jackson
Christian Church Monday even- and shortly to be held by Abraham
ing.
Lincoln..Laboring mightily to sooThe meeting was in the home the the ruffled feelings of the
of Mrs. Cleo Hester. Mrs. Vernon South were Senator Henry Clay
Riley, vice president, conducted and Rep. Linn Boyd. both of Kenthe business in the absenee of tucky, Re7roisse11 Cobb Sif
the president, Mrs. W. J. Gibson. gla and Senator Stephen Douglas
Mrs. Kirk Pool read the scrip- of Illinois. ,The President was of
ture and led in prayer. Plans for little help in holding the two secdistributing mall and magazines tions together. He would send the
in the hospital were made. Mem- Army against the South, If necesbers are to serve in the mornings sary, but he would not support a
in the week of February 27 compromise.
through March 4.
In the popular mind, the Presi'The Living Link Missionary, dent became fatally ill from overClayton Weeks, will be in the indulging in cherries and milk or
church community March 5,6,7.8 from an overdose of hot sun during
and will be the speaker at the II July 4 ceremony at the WashingMen's Fellowship dinner March ton Monument. As Taylor's leadS. The Gild made plans to serve ing biographer, Dr. Holman Hamthe menu on that occasion. Mrs. ilton of the University of KentucOverbey is chairman of the din- ky. has pointed out, this is no
doubt an oversimplification of., the
Announcement of the March cause of the President's death, but
meeting to be in the home of die he did, and perhaps his passing
Mrs. Maurice Crass was made. was the decisive factor in the
Mrs. Kirk Pool will be the pro- struggle to adopt the Compromise
gram leader.

Mrs. Overbey Has
Program At Meet
Of Guild Group

• • ••

LOUISVILLE
— A gunman robbed a Riverside Hotel
desk cleft of $115 in change early today, but missed getting bills
in a box nearby The clerk told
police another man waited in an
automobile out on the street during Ike early morning robbery.

of 1850.
The new President, Millard Fillmore, was for the Compromise& By
this time Henry Clay had bi..!Ihme
physically exhausted, and shortly
he retired to Rhode Island to recover his health. The three named
above as Clay's associates—Senator
Douglas and Representatives Cobb
and Boyd — with President Fillmore's support succeeded in effecting adoption of the famous
Compromise of 1850.
It will be noted that six characters had the important parts i. his
drama—two presidents, ?leo senators, two representatives—and three
of the six were Kentuckians.
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TAX 'ENTHUSIASM' —
Falk Oberdorter, President
Kennedy's choice to head the
Justice Department's Tax
Division, tells the Senate Judiciary Committee he
proaches the post with "interest and entbusiaarr0

COMPLETE BODY SHOP
For All Makes of Oars
*
*
• SOOT WORK • PAINTING • REPAIRS

DUBLIN AUTOS, INC
606 Maple SL
PLaza 3-2661

NOW OPEN

SCOTTIE'S
STANDARD STATION
NEXT TO CITY PARKING LOT ON EAST MAIN

Limited Time Only: FREE LUBRICATION
with each oil change. Pick up your Free Ticket at Scotties Standard Station.

* Quick, Efficient Service
* Standard.Oil Products

a

Stop By Scotties Standard Station On Your Way
Out The East Highway!

SCOTTIES STANDARD STATION
Formerly at the Shell Station, 12th & Chestnut Street.

became

avr•re of •
new. -Jeep sound
The nerd
was finning. panicked by the

TELEPHONL PL 3-9139

the story continues
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here tomorrow.
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Henry Clay had bi.415me
r exhausted, and shortly
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I Instant Spuds
Fatten Intake
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NEW YORK (UPI) - Expansion of the instant potato products field increased per capita
consumption of spuds three
FOR KEN')
pounds last year over the 1959
_ says a leading manufaclevel,
GAS
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE,
turer.
neat. 230 S. 15th St. Available
Monday, Feb. 6. May be seen
With 70 per cent of American
after 5.30 p.m. Call PL 3-3642. families using instant mashed
tic potato products, per capita use
, rose to 103 pounds, after declining in previous years, reported
the R. T. French Co.
The trend is toward seasoned
TIME TO
products. Newest are the presliced frying potatoes, in quarter
SEE A
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NOW YOU KNOW
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interested
you
Are
rings
work?
stone, initial and fraternal
By United Press International
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educaS
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school
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strong
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all
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installation
and
Ledger & Times
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Write Box 324, Murray, Ky. for tric
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refused
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experience.
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10
fl7c appliances.
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Co.
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Phone
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wringer type washer. Two good Call PLaza 3-1337.
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CAN A NORMAL
siding, thirteen colors Aluminum
MECHANICAL MONSTER
UNUSUAL
BLINKING RED
"YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO."
awnings, any size. Horne Comfort
LOVE THIS?
GIRL
DO
THA
ABOUT
LIGHT IN THE
Company, Hazel, Ky. Phone HY 2DOCTOR!! DESCRIPE THE
7
tic
HIM'
2502.
MIDDLE OF HIS
WICT1M OOPSf- I
I'M IN
FOREHEAD.
HOBJECT
THE
MINN,
LOVE!'
I
HELP WANTED
OF'YOUR
AFFEC IONS—
Ends THURS.
US. CIVIL SERVICE TESTS!
Men-women, 18-52. Start high as
$95.00 week. Preparatory training
until appointed. Thousands of jObs
open. Experience uustrally unnecessary. Free information on jobs,
Aeries, requirements. Write to: iy giving phone. Lincoln Sera2•15
f 15p
e, Pekin 86, Illinois.
WE HAVE A LARGE Selection of
used TVs. Each one has been
carefully examined to ittsure your
OFFICE SUPPLIES
lasting TV enjoyment. Ward Auto
PL 3-1916 Phone PL 3-3053.
Hu
!Ledger
)25,27,3011,3,6,8,10,13,15c
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Louis,
Oberdorfer, Presddent.

'ENTHUSIASM' -

4y's choice to head the)
e Department's Tax
on, tells the Senate Ju.
y Comntlttee he
he the post with
at and enthusiasm.' Ai

Y SHOP •
•
REPAIRS

INC.

/S,
JAI 3-2661

slices, with in envelope of blended seasonings designed to give
the flavor of home fries.
Two other new instant potato
products, quick-bake potato boats
with sour cream and creamy
cheese sauces, were introduced in
a midwestern test market this
month. These products resemble
whipped baked potatoes in oval
aluminum shells. (Betty Crocker/.
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Steam

FURNACE

Boiler,

with

Tanks. Condensate Return Pump, with
4
LARGE EXHAUST FANS

•

and

Burner

Pipes and
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HE'S GETTING
READY

GIANTS

Radiators.

- LARGE
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4.
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COMPLETE

EXCUSE ME FOR BARONS
IN, BUT I WANTED SOME
INFORMATION OF VITAL
IMPORTANCE -VITAL
7 TO ME
THAT IS

KITCHEN CABINET, BUILT-IN SINK

PORTABLE MIXER
1 - GAS HEATER
1 • LARGE CIRGULATING AIR ELEC FAN
64 - WOODEN-THEATRE STYLE SEATS
ALSO OTHER ARTICLES TOO NUMEROUS -TO MENTION' I
- SUNBEAM

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Murray, Kentucky

by Raeburn Van Buren

ARM AN' SLATS

Douolas Shoemaker, Auetioneer

•

MY
UNCLE
BELIEVES
IN THAT
GOOFY
STUFF

Gil

1 - ROCKING CHAIR
1 - ELECTRIC STOVE
1 - REFRIGERATOR
1

at

Oil

LOT CHAIRS
1 - CLOAK RACK
2 - DESKS
1 - PEDESTAL FAN
• PULPIT, WITH THREE LARGE CHAIRS
1 - ALTER PAD
1 - WARM MORNING STOVE
1 • PIANO
SEVERAL TABLES
LARGE CHEST AND MIRROR. DINING ROOM
BREAKFAST SET. TABLE AND CHAIRS
1

•

THIS MOVIE
WAS ABOUT
ATOMIC
WAVES ---

The following articles will be sold at Public Auction
on Saturday, February 18, 1961. Place: Main Auditorium, Old Methodist Church, 5th & Maple tits.,
Murray, Ky. Time: 1:00 p.m., rain or shine. All articles are now the property of First Methodist
Church.

THE ATOMIC
WAVES
TURNED
ALL THE
ANIMALS
INTO

LECTERN LOORSIII-Preatlent
Kennedy's hands as well es
vocal chords 60 t hrnite the

State of the Union speed4
In the CapItoL

I WAS LOOKING FOR A GIRL
BY THE NAME OF SIMONE. AND
I-wet.t..,i THOUGHT THAT
MISS ETIENNE,BEING
FRENCH,TOO, MIGHT
KNOW SOMETHING -

AM SORRY. MISS ETIENNE
DOES NOT EVEN SPEAK YOUR
LANGUAGE
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T.F.TVITT1 & 'MIPS Panzera Granted Leave
To Aid In Combs' Survey
Dr. Pete
; grant
department,nPasanzbeereated
chemistry
a

FARM PA

:cave of absence for the .spring
semester. He soil ,be working in
Frankfort as a member of the
educational survey set up by
Governor Bert Combs.
Larry Jetton, .1960 MSC graduate, will fill the vacancy as
an instructor in the chemistry department. Jetton will be teaching
courses in general chemistry.
Mr. Jetton, a native of Murray,
'as completed his master's de-ree which will be awarded this
ane.
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on
Cattle
Kentucky
Farms
R •
ed High of 2,115,000

of the largest tobacco companies
would buy a smear like this. It
looks as if an awfully poor job
was done in trying to obtain the
farts. Anyway, a well justified
storm of crticism and anger was
stirred up by the hour-long program that was so great that it caused the tobacco campanaa Philip
orMris Inca to deny responsibility
for the broadcasa ;tying it was
not allowed to preview the program. The tobacco zompany sent
two investigators into the field to
retrace %furrow's steps and learn
the facts.

The appointment of Edward R.
Murrow as head of the United
States- Information Service will
proveto be 3 disappaintieg and
costly one if he -performs with the
same degree of fairness and truthfulness that he did in his recent
televised :haw titled -The Harvest
of Shame." which seemingly intendere
I
O
tIii
%%
milers
Grogan mid ha ttili'i'iire e i
ed to picture American farmers as
,,yell eVi`ilt. Paul
in Hie Carler-.‘iistiii i II Chit) sp,
jusers of slave labor.
After their investigation, these
or Christ.
I This shameful misrepresentation tobacco company officials said
'Iodates. Itainialor 411 the
, of facts regarding the use if farm farmers were "justified" in angriJildged die event.
.labor-especially migrant labor - ly denouncing the production. They
'f.ts neatly into the springboard be- found that the breadline of hungry
ing put together by AFL-C10 to at- migrant workers was not a current
tempt to organize farm - labor na- situation, but was about conditions
- ticrnwide.tItte plan. it seems. calla of several Years ago when a freezefor widespread use of radio and
• television programs and newspaoer table crop. They found that in the
and magazine stories intended Itearield wttere theaNeige_
distort and discredit the public's she earned only $1.00 for a day's
a pound. down 2 1 cents a pound image of the average farmer as a work, workers were being paid at
By BERNARD BRENNER
from :he preston year. the repett-:solid, progaeesive and moral citi- - least 60e per hamper, and a good
niini Pm. IflnnaI.flai
WASHINGTON 1,1 - The mar- showa The farm value of the beef zen The Morrow show-Harvest picker could earn SI 20 per hour.
• of Shamedepitterl she farmer .auller husband at the time was being
gis between -farm and- retaal peace-s- --eleclancel -by -24 eente- a pound.
a merciless exploiter of labor- a paid $eal 50 a week.
tet choice grade beef rose to an
The result was tha: the spread modern slave driver, which fits
all-time high in 1960-but :he .k riculture Department reports that between farm and retail prices in- the pattern being used by the la- This ruthless attack should be
the spread between farm and re- creased to 32 cents. up one per bor leaders'whii are trying to un- a forceful reminder of the neceshigh ionize the rank and file of fern sity of a strong, active organizatail pork priefts dripped trona the cent from _1959 to an all-time
The trend was the other way for : labor_
tion to cope with the big problems
all-time high it retaithed in 1959
We cannot imagine, in the first at hand, one of which is a tremenThe 'report is one of a series pork The spread between farm and
from he rec- place why one of the nation's lar- dous effort in the making to form
on farm-to-retail price spreads pre- retail pr.ces dropped
union of farm labor.
pared by Agriculture Deparment ord of 298 cents in 1959 :o 27.1 :teat hroaTrasting networks and one a nationwide
economists_ Farm leaders hive cent for 1960. a decline of about
said
pointed :o the growing spread as 9 per cent. The department
one ,if the farts of economic life average retail prices for pork decline 1 in 1960. while farm pnces
which ought to be told mare effectively to the nation's coraium- were geing up.

Margin Between Farms Retail
Prices Of Beef Hit New High

FTIMI'Vry 15, 1961

%% inners iti the recent kirksey 4.-H Club speech
event are; left to right. front row: Charles Greer and
Deborah Cooper, faint-al and
grade, and Malcom
Adams, sixth grade. Bark row: Twilit Admits and
--ifedde Votte,
Ifig11.7atul
Yetillg.
III grade. J -tidges for the *Weill were: 1:1101'fit` Lassiter,
Alum Principal; lloyt Ihvens. Pastor
Smith Pleasant Grove; and Joe Dick, Bank of Murray.

firth

Our Soil
Our Strength

of

TI

NEW YORK, N.Y. - Fatal accidents among our farm population a have decreased in the last
decade, but still are responsible
for about 11,700 deaths annually,
it is reported by statisticians.
This number, which includes
fatal injuries suffered by farm
residents both on and off the
farm, is equivalent to a death
rate of 55 per 100.000, compared
with 52 for the whole population
of the continental United -States.
Motor vehicle accidents account
for about 5 300 deaths or 45 per
cent of the total accident mortality among farm residents. Accidents arising out of and. in the
course of employnlent are -responsible for an additional 29 per
cent of the death's
.- twiee the
proportion On the pupulation as a
whole. Accidents in and about
the pent house such veer- kilt
2.700 pereons, while public acci-

struction was planned in the
By ROBERT E. BROWN
Calloway County part of this
Soil Conservationist
Dan Shipley. Cm-rd road and watershed for 1961.
Compton. Hazel road, stopFred V. Heinkel, president of the .Calvin
Watershed directors of West
MURRAY. Ky., Feb 14, 1961. Missouri Farmers Association and ped at the SCS office recently to Fork of Clarks River have made
Murray Livestock Market report. chaimaan of a Kennedy administra- inquire about !mil maps for their arrangements with officials of the
Hew la& Receipts mostly mix- tion task force which has- recom- farms. Both of these young farm- Mud River. Watershed in Logan
interested in making the
ed grade butchers. Steady to 25e mended raising support prices for ers are
County iftesselivillei to visit their
most intensive use -of their land
higher I'S. No. 1. 2. and 3 barrow - feed grains made the statement
watershed on Feb. 24. I underinfordamage
to
itThe
without
!me -teats- uon-iso lb Illa a-57 23-' ffetnkel said government records mation needed to make .
stand this watershed has flooding,
160-160 W. $:1,75: -how that investment in farm land
275 lb. 117
like those onl
soil problems much
No. 2 and 3 sows 300-600 lb. is returning a profit of only 3 per termination is included in a
Clailes River. Those making the
soil,
include,
depth
of
rnap.
These
cent. He said farmers with mort$14.25-IS 75.
trip will have an opportunity to
Cattle: 341. Receipts mostly gages to pay simply c,,uld not stay alope, erosion texture and perme- see -completed flood prevention
•
ability.
ccivas and stockera Slaughter steers in busine-s at that rate.
dams like those planned for Cal. The 15th annual convention of
and heifers Steady, cows. stocker
County. They will also see
loway
Soil
the National Association of
and feeders - weak to mostly 50e
channel improvement
stream
the
The Agriculture Department has Conservation Districts was held
lower. Few Standard and giaad
chance to
week_ completed and have a
Term,
this
Memphis.
in
eatirnatea
that
total
world
harvests
steers
slaughter
900-1100 lb.
stipervis„,rs. Mary in Hilt discuss watershed problems with
SCI)
500Choice
of farm products wit -et anotheet
$20.25-23.75: Good ana
the Logan county people Eight
700 lb. mixed 5.1aughter yearlings all time record in the 196061 sea; i Lowell Palmier and B. H. Dixon dams and 30 miles of channel
Cellothemeetirig-afrom
attended
S21.00 - 24.10: Standard $22 00improvement have already been
way County:
Staeriard ane good 300-500
of
rnmPleted.4
the
West
Fork
The
department
aai
tat.
however.
Directors
• lb. slaughter calves $19 50-24.00:
This is an excellent opportunity
increased world popula- Clark'a River watershed met with
Utility and Coremercial caws that the
for Calloway County people to
tion
weild
cancel
officials
the
gains
in
proConservation
Service
Soil
314.75-16 20: Cariner and Cutter
discuss learn more about watersheds and
$11.16-15.25: Good and Choice aon- dectian On a per capita hies, pro- at Mayfield this week to
duction was not expected to ex- budgeting money for construction look at both the advantages and
SOO lb stock steers $22 50-25.00:
ceed last year's level, what was this year. The directors requested disadvantages of this program.
Medium $18.25-22 75: Gaed 300-lightly belVls- the record high - of the SCS - to make money available Reservations can be made with
sfock
heifers
$21
40-23
25:
lb
500
the 1958-411 season:
to build ohe floodwater retarding any watershed director or at the
and
00.
Good
Medium $19 50-21
structure in the Callaway County SCS office The trip will take
'steers
Choice 600-800 lb feeder
Word trade in farm prices will
I only one day.
$21-50-24 50: Medium $20.25-22 10. probably increase in the 1960-61 pardon of the watershed this
Directors of the East Fork of
year.
Calves: 113. a:eiders_ steady to seasor.. the department reported.
Directors of 4.1).e East Fork of t Clark's R1Ver Are mikcin,g.ptaog to
160-240 vartters -wlt not e eritiwts 'to preetreerrga-fileora ,J
a similar meet- take a group to this watershed In
lb. vealers 332 50-36 00; Gerad and vent Increases in earplus to pre- Clark's River had
ing: with the SCS group No con- the near future:
Choice 24,5-275 lb $26 25-35 a5: vent increases in surplus stocks cif
Standar:I and Goad 160-180 lb. , wheat. feedagraire. ctiffee. and sev,
$27 21-31 nr,
.rri! 7,-. ducts.

Federal State Market
News Service

dents other than motor vehicle
take another 900 lives.
Among deaths resulting from
farm work area mishaps, machinery accidents are the greatest
killers, accounting for nearly 900
deaths. Reflecting the increasing
mechanization of farm activities,
the toes of life in machinery
accidents rose from 28 per cent
of , the total farm accident mortality in 1950 to 36 per cent in
1958.
Drownings, firearm accidents,
and falls are other leading causes
of accidental farm fatalities Fatal
accidents from each type of farm
accident ave. largely •erincentrated
11411",11‘ g 'males,
'
fleeting mainly
the fact that they generally do
-the hazardous tasks around the
farm
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PCA Loans

Year

I

Has Been Awarded

g
A dd-fer
MILK

#

Magazine Coosiiiiter Serviee
real'. after careful evaluation
extra rfitill

Jereee

Jersey Milk's

11114 awarded All Jersey mill(

priallicts Part-it-la Nlagazine's Meal of Commendalioni.

LOANS
To Make Your
Milking Easier:
* BULK TANKS
* MILKERS
* MILK PARLOR
EQUIPMENT
* MILK ROOM
EQUIPMENT
* DAIRY BARN
IMPROVEMENT
* MILK HOUSE
IMPROVEMENT

.
for Dairymen

307 N. 4th St.

Murray, Ky.

MIthltt %WA SUGAR-Awl ‘11111F, FO011 ENEIIGY
than other milk.*

and at no extra cosi lo

Itecause

of

these

health

giving

extras,

All Jersey tastes better. and as All Jersey Milk

have

wins new laurels in nutrition it also_ is whiffing

been

further

substantiated

by

the

1..5;

new consumers on lash%

SUNBURST ALL JERSEY MILK
-GRADE "A._.„1.„ VISION

JACKSON PURCHASE
PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSN.
KEEL

11010:

For BETTER FLAVOR and NUTRITION Drink All Jersey Milk

AND OTHER CAPITAL INVESTMENTS --

KEYS

emitaiiis 'MIME

Bureau in regio4 1 I.. the extra in All Jersey Milk

Testing Lida urn to ory.

Plan your program in advance
for replacement; to increase
size of herd or buy equipment
4 'Repayments are arranged to fit
your dairy operation. Interest
applies to actual days mosey is
used. And, *ben you deal with
us. you become • pant-owner of
the Association. So come in and
talk over • plann*d creche
prodrarn TODAY,

1ilIs

M, MIME

you!
The findings' of the ("mummer Servic,
.!

anew

I

EXTRA

Stretch Your Family's Food' Dollars!

Food money is a maaor part time improve family nutrition
of every family's budget.
by setting aside a small plot
As a cortscientious ho rue of land for a vegetable garden.
maker, you want te make more .
You'll have fun growing your
and more dollars available for , own vegetables from seed and
all the'thing' that go into I home canning them with mod-better living.
em accessories You'll also get
.-a
And yet, you certainly don't a special feeling of achievement
want to scrimp on foods.- whirl; when you serve them.
'Iceep your f am II y in good
mtg. In order to enjoy these
healt h.
benefits. you sleould start planning y oat r vegetable garden
You can slash high food bills
2.1
all year around and at the same

13h•ep Numbers Record Low
1-960
Sheep and lambs on Kentucky
farms on January 1, 1961 totalqra
Good parliamentary procedure 492,000 - 13 per cent below Age
was the theme of the Calloway previous year and the lowest numCounty High School FHA meeting ber since records started in 1867.
on Thursday. February 2, .1961. The decline during the past yeae
Presenting the skit for the meet- continues a raPid dmvntrend" in"
ing were Mary Beth Bazzell, sheep numbers that started in
Janice Perry and Georgia Coles. 1942. Trouble with foot rot and
Joan Sykes gave an inspiring strains of internal parasites resistdevotion on the importance of ant to usual treatments have added to the problems-of- sheeprnen.
-faith and works- in - canDuring the business meeting it Low wool prices in 1958 and 1959
was decided that the chapter and lower lamb prices in 1959
have not been an incentive
art_1960
elect a FHA belie. The possibility'
of having a FHA banquet was to expand numbers. Many flocks
have been reduced or liquidated
also discussed.
Dorothy Henrv, state project completely during the past year.
chairman, explained to the mem- Chicken Numbers Down 1 Percent
The number of farm chickens,
bers the importance of the scholarship fund. Each member then excluding commercial broilers, is
had one foot measured and paid estimated by the Crop and Liveto the scholarship fund one_ cent stock Renorting Service at 6.086.a
000 on January 1. 1961. This is 12
per inch
The roll was] checked by each oer cent fewer than a year earlier
par‘ePM's writing a description of her An increase in holdover hens
and
becoming a better family member ty offset a decline in pullets
of
number
The
chickens.
other
this year.
cent
After the business meeting. re- hens at 2.708.000 is 3 per
while
lasers end' acme were lead by greater than :January 1, 1960
pullets
Jiely Hughes mad Frances Arm- the number of replacement
cent.
at 2.976.000 was down 22 per
strong.
402,000
Pictures of the chapter mem- Other farm chickens at
the Janbers and officers were taken for were 10 per rent under
uary 1, 1960 total.
the yearbook.

PARENTS MAGAZINE
SEAL OF APPROVAL

!drirj:ed
400.041"/it D

2325:

One to Five

Parliamentary
Procedure Theme
Of FHA Meeting

. /3
t atal Farm Accidents Decrease
ut Total Still Too High

ers
The average retail price for
A Kennedy farm adviser hachoice beef last year was 80.7 cents warned that the movement of farmers oat id rural areas will increase
sharply unlesa farm prices are raised

PCA LOANS

by Kentucky Crop and
This is a 1 per cent decline from a
year ago. It follow a 4 or 5 per
Livestock Reporting Service
Cattle and Calves At Record High' cent reduction for each of the preThe total number of all cattle, vious three years, and is the lowand calves on Kentucky farms est milk cow inventory since 1940.
climbed to a record high of 2,115,- The number of dairy heifers and
000 head on January 1, 1961, ac- calves showed little change duriog
cording to the Kentucky Crop and the past year.'
0
Livestock Reporting Service This
Hog Numbers Decline
was an increase of 3 per cent from
January 1, 1961 number of all
the previous record of January a
year earlier. Increases in the num- hogs on Kentucky farms totaled
ber of beef type cattle of all ages 1,400,000 - a decrease of 5 per
accounted for the change from a cent from the previous year., This
year ago. Dairy type cattle have decline follows three years of incontinued to decline. The increas- creasing hog numbers. Pigs imcler
ing beef cattle numbers reflect the six months of age totaled 1,033,000
emphasis on grassland agriculture compared to 1.076,000 a year ago.
Hogs six months old or older ar4
In Kentucky.
estimated at 188,000 - 14 per cei
Milk Cow Numbers
Lowest Since IMO
less than the previous year sows
The number of milk cows two and gilts totaled 179,000 head on
years old or older is estimated at January 1, 1961-unchanged from
555,000 heed on January 1, 1961. last year Farrowing intentions for
the spring of 1961 as reported this
past December indicated a 3 per
aa
cent increase over the spring of

aa
,- ii llie -pecteli event of the
1111114
**••r•
Sio -dielton iii.iI Keith Citrcl: 7th and Nth
grail,
1-01.1r1 and lo
..5111
and iith
Jenniter Polls and Ste‘eli
\\in, ill. awl 5th wrade.

YAN MILK COMPANY*
Phone PLaza 3-3012

Murray, Ky.
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